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given definition: 1. past participle of give 2. knowing about
or considering a particular thing: 3. already decided,
arranged, or agreed. Learn more.
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Given definition is - prone, disposed. How to use given in a
sentence.
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Given definition is - prone, disposed. How to use given in a
sentence.
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Define given. given synonyms, given pronunciation, given
translation, English dictionary definition of given. v. Past
participle of give. adj. 1. a. Specified; fixed.
Find the Equation of a Line Given That You Know Two Points it
Passes Through - WebMath
given (plural givens). A condition that is assumed to be true
without further evaluation. When evaluating this math problem,
don't forget to read the givens.
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British National Corpus. Spoken Corpus Frequency. Rank
popularity for the word 'given' in Spoken Corpus Frequency: #
Written Corpus Frequency.
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Where births are required to be officially registered, the
entire name entered onto a births register Given birth
certificate may by that fact alone become the person's legal
Given. One of those which is not the first in succession Given
be used exclusively as the name which that person goes by,
such as in the cases of John Edgar Hoover and Mary Barbara
Hamilton Cartland. Philosophy philosophy the supposed raw data
of experience.
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